Interconnect Optimization with SoC Designer
The SoC interconnect must be designed and optimized to support a heterogeneous mix of
data paths which may inherently have widely varying performance characteristics. The
fabric must reliably deliver the required throughput and hide latency for performance
critical paths while simultaneously managing the flow of traffic for slower paths and ports
requiring lower bandwidth. Thus the system bus as a whole must strike the appropriate
between latency and throughput for the collection data paths. Optimizing around this
balance is essential to minimizing power, performance, area (PPA) costs and avoiding an
inefficient, over-designed SoC.
There are many other questions involved with optimization to allow for a balanced SoC:
What is the best way to isolate and eliminate performance bottlenecks? How can loadbalancing and quality of service (QoS) simultaneously be ensured? How will cache
coherency impact the interconnect traffic – and system throughput?
Architectural exploration Vs. Performance tuning: Chicken or Egg?
There is a circular dependency between the design phases related to interconnect
optimization. Early optimization of the system architecture to provide robust performance
across a wide range of I/O profiles through the bus can limit the ability to fine tune the
critical performance paths of the final design. Conversely, the application traffic from the
actual IP cores driving the bus as well as real-world variation in the behavior of the slave
components handling bus traffic can compromise the intended architectural design of the
interconnect.
Usually the CPU core(s) and possibly the GPU are selected prior to interconnect but
other IP blocks including the main memory, DMAs, general purpose peripherals are yet to
be selected. Thus, the interconnect is to be designed and optimized with an incomplete
understanding of the actual workloads that it will need arbitrate and load balance, as well
as uncertainty of the latency and throughput constraints that the actual slave devices will
impose.
Unfortunately, key design decisions for interconnect optimization require an
understanding of the final system. Consider the performance sensitive path between the
CPU and main memory. The system bus must harmonize with the main memory
controller configuration and programming such that the memory bandwidth is maximized
while the latency through the bus is minimized. Other less performance sensitive paths
may be slower or may require less bandwidth. This design tradeoff is fundamental and
must be accurately profiled, characterized, and displayed for the SoC architect.

The relationship between latency & throughput visualized in SoC Designer

A comprehensive I/O prioritization scheme must be established such that the fabric
can provide flow control and arbitration to deliver appropriate QoS for the application.
Moreover, real world dynamics such as transient shifts in traffic, head-of-line blocking, or
small latency deviations from slave devices must not disrupt the intended flow control of
the interconnect as seen below:

Test Case Workload: High priority traffic
completes in the first 150 cycles followed by low
priority traffic

Real World Workload: A single cycle delay on
the target results in interleaving of high and
low priority traffic and a 10x delay in
completion of the high priority workload

In this example, back-pressure on the fabric resulting from a single cycle delay at
the memory controller led to a full queue and head-of-line blocking condition on the input
FIFO for the high priority traffic. As a result, the fabric arbiter allowed low priority traffic
to access the fabric and get issued to the memory controller ahead of blocked high priority
traffic. These complex interactions typically only rear their ugly head with real world
workloads.
This “chicken or egg” design dilemma of configuring interconnect to meet
performance objectives while providing robust QoS early in the design process when the

exact I/O workloads and target constraints are unknown can be resolved. The circular
interconnect optimization process can be translated to an iterative approach that
appropriately balances architectural optimization with 100% accurate performance
analysis progressively as key SoC design decisions are made.

A Two-Phased Approach: Phase 1 – Architectural Exploration
The first phase involves configuring and building a 100% cycle accurate model of
interconnect available from Carbon IP Exchange and quickly and easily isolate
performance bottlenecks with traffic generators and flexible memory sub-system models.

CAXITG & Memory Models configured for architectural exploration
with 100% cycle accurate Arteris FlexNoC interconnect

The Carbon AXI Traffic Generator (CAXITG) enables performance analysis of AMBA®
AXI-based systems in Carbon SoC Designer. Workloads can be dialed in at simulation
time to configure random data rates, read/write mix, and more subtle traffic features such
as burstiness and issuing capability (pipelining). The CAXITG profiling capabilities also
allow for:





AXI throughput & latency profiling
Transaction Tracing
AXI back-pressure analysis
CAXITG can also be configured as a traffic consumer

Waveforms can be viewed within
SoC Designer to analyze back-pressure to
identify performance bottlenecks

CAXITG consumer wait states can be
used to simulate lower cost,
lower performing memory sub-systems

The system above allows for a robust sweep of wide variety of workloads through
the interconnect, stress tests, to congest the fabric and isolate performance bottlenecks,
and “What if” analysis to explore the tradeoff between memory subsystem cost and
performance implications for the fabric.
Once again, it may be tempting to use a fully connected mesh to hook together all
of your IP with wide, low-latency busses but you’ll probably spend more power than you
need and have unnecessarily fast speeds on some data transfers.
Phase 2 – Optimizing for real world workloads
While the architectural exploration phase is essential for efficient high level
interconnect optimization, performance must be validated with The IP used in the design
and real world workloads. The reusability of virtual prototypes make them well suited for
starting interconnect optimization with a Phase I prototype early in the design phase and
then migrating to a Phase 2 real-world prototype by plugging in 100% implementation
accurate IP blocks as they are selected later in the design process.
For example the system described earlier can be reused adding an ARM Cortex A9
processor in place of the traffic generator.

Arteris FlexNoC platform with ARM Cortex A9 dual core CPU

The design tradeoffs explored earlier, such as arbitration and QoS, can be revisited
and validated against actual multicore CPU traffic. The platform can be further modified
as DMA IP blocks and memory controllers are selected.
Coherency & Accuracy
The migration to hardware based cache coherency in SoC’s has introduced
significant complexity to the interconnect optimization process. Artificial workloads with
custom traffic generators and behavioral models of coherent IP add too much overhead to
the development cycle and are too error prone to reliably characterize and validate cache
coherency. Accuracy, that is, 100% implementation accurate models of IP with real world
traffic is essential.
The AXI Coherency Extensions (ACE) to the AMBA bus protocols complicate both the
transactional protocol and the design (and subsequent verification) of a coherent
interconnect. The bulk of the complexity that follows from providing ACE coherency in the
interconnect comes from:
1) Command handling for nearly 20 read and write commands defined in the ACE
specification
2) Maintenance of cache state required to ensure coherency across all appropriate
domains as well as enforcement of legal vs. illegal operation.
3) Correct execution of Barrier transactions across multiple cores issuing such
transactions
For the SoC architect, it is critical to understand the impact of ACE coherency traffic
on the fabric and on the overall system. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the
multicore cache coherency and the ACE specification, this is not a task well suited for
traffic generators and behavioral models. Only 100% implementation accurate models of
IP masters and interconnect will suffice for generating real world coherency workloads,
verifying coherency within the fabric, and analyzing its impact on performance.
The A15 Bare Metal CPAK provides a great staring point to immediately start
analyzing cache coherency and its performance implications with an ARM Cortex A15 and
ARM CCI-400 cache–coherent Interconnect.

Carbon A15 bare metal CPAK multi-processor reference platform

ACE monitoring capabilities within SoC Designer make it easy to analyze transactional
behavior of coherency operations as well as the impact of barrier transactions.

Transactional monitoring of Barrier ACE transactions in context of application

Additionally, the profiling capabilities of AXI 4 Transactional interfaces that are built
into the SoC Designer simulator allow fast comparison of non-coherent application
workloads against coherent workloads. The impact of coherency operations on average
latency can be clearly visualized by profiling the ACE traffic over the SoC Designer
transactional interface:

Non-coherent A15 application workload with average read latencies of 9.6 cycles

Coherent A15 workload from the same application shows > 70% increase in average read latency

The shape of the bus traffic is visualized with the coherency operations and the associated
high latency reads displayed standing apart from the normal application traffic. In

addition to the visual representation of the traffic, SoC Designer’s profiler displays
performance statistics such as average latency per transaction type so that the 9.6 cycle
average Read latency of non-coherent traffic as well as the 70 % increase in latency when
compared with coherent traffic (16.5 cycle average read latency) can be readily observed
and calculated. Cache coherency of shared memory access in a multiprocessor
environment is essential to system performance and has clear benefits to the application
developer and system architect. The costs of this coherency are not usually as clear and
often overlooked. The SoC Designer profiling capabilities help the architect quantify this
cost and interpret the cost in the broader context of overall system performance.
To get a deeper understanding of the nature of the coherency on application traffic, the
internal handshaking events of the CCI-400 can be profiled, analyzed, and visually
correlated to the bus traffic.

CCI-400 Coherency event profiling in relation to A15 ACE interface transactions
Understanding the impact of coherency operations within the interconnect and to
the overall system performance can help architects partition their designs across multiple
networks on chip. Additionally, if performance penalties associated with a particular
coherent IP block can be well understood with 100% accurate traffic analysis, the optimal
appropriate coherency domain can be selected to mitigate the system performance costs.

